
“Colette is an amazing speaker! She did a keynote for 2300 franchise owners, general managers, and managers and 
a breakout session for 1500 general managers and managers. She did a great job researching our business and 
sharing stories and examples that the participants could relate to. The participants found her funny and insightful. 
The vast majority of the participants rated her as Excellent! She was also a delight to work with in planning the 
conference as well as on-site. I highly recommend Colette as a speaker!“ - Great Clips 

Many Communicate. Few Connect.
The common denominators of the most successful people are the ability to 
effectively communicate and connect, regardless of the situation or audience. 
In a competitive world lled with a global workforce, numerous communication In a competitive world lled with a global workforce, numerous communication 
challenges and daily digital distractions, getting your message heard has never 
been more challenging. Clear, concise communication is no longer enough to 
get results: connection must be part of the equation. Productivity decreases, 
collaboration stalls, accountability suffers and conict and stress escalate when 
even the simplest of miscommunication occurs. Without connection, these 
outcomes are only heightened. 

Connect and communicate on a deeper level to form crucial relationships that Connect and communicate on a deeper level to form crucial relationships that 
drive productivity, engagement, and collaboration by learning how to:
• Awaken your personal awareness to foster healthy communication
• Align your thoughts, words and actions to build trust and increase inuence
• Overcome conict while maintaining a respectful, human connection
• Become a human highlighter who champions the accomplishments and    
 strengths of every individual on your team
• •  Increase rapport and leave a positive, lasting impression with everyone. 

   Why choose this program?  
• Research shows that even in highly technical jobs, success is determined more by human behavior, rather than technical      
   expertise. Colette’s programs increase Emotional Intelligence and improve the softer skills inherent to successful communication. 

•• Employees stay more engaged in work environments with sincere communication and clear expectations. After attending a       
   program with Colette, your organization will benet from managers who received the tools to lead and employees who are        
   motivated to succeed. 

“Your success in life is in direct 
proportion to your ability to 
connect.” - Colette

Professional Speaker & Human Connection Expert


